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Clinton weary of questioning
President defends explanations of Whitewater records
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton heatedly defended his
handling of the Whitewater affair today, telling newspaper editor*, "I have done my best to answer the questions asked of
me."
"Maybe you
have total and
complete recollection of every
question that
ml glu be asked
.of you at any
moment of
things that
happened 12, 13, 14 years ago,"
he told a questioner.
; "You think I should have shut
the whole federal government
down and studied these things
full-time?" Clinton asked.

He was talking about the tax
and other records Involving his
and first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton's Investment in the
Whitewater land deal In Arkansas.
The president's sharp words
came after an editor suggested
that his explanations so far of
Whitewater-related matters reminded him of a daughter's excuses for not doing her homework.
"All I can tell you, sir, is I have
done my best to answer the questions asked of me," Clinton responded to John Simpson, International editor of USA Today.
"I have been as candid and as
forthright as I can," he said.
The president complained that
he had supported creation of a
special Whitewater counsel so
that all details of the affair could

be investigated, and he could get ought to be having doubts about
things like this."
on with his job as president.
"Since then, the same people
who have asked for the special
But he quoted humorist Garrcounsel ... have decided they ison Keillor, who had told a
were kidding and they wanted broadcasters' dinner the night
for us to continue to deal with before that Clinton attended: "All
this.
I know is what I read in the
"Well, I'm sorry but I'm doing papers, so Whitewater is a
the best I can doing the job I was mystery tome."
hired by the American people to
Clinton skirted an editor's
do," he told the American Society question about limits on the use
of Newspaper Editors.
of American tax dollars for abortions overseas.
Clinton was Invited by another
questioner to assess the news
"I think at a minimum that we
media's coverage of his adminis- should not fund abortions when
tration and of the Whitewater af- the child Is capable of living outfair, but declined to do so. "If I side the mother's womb," Clinton
could grade the press, I said. "Secondly, we should not in
any way, shape or form fund
wouldn't," he said.
APPIMNMM Marque lie
As to Whitewater, he said, "If abortions if they are forced on
you have any doubts about it, citizens by the government President Clinton gestures while addressing the American Society of
Newspaper Editors Wednesday In Washington.
then that's good because you against their will."

Professor honored/or Alumni Center to host
distinguished service "Send Off for seniors
sonal and public communications. He will discuss how memories of college will continue

by Cynthia Kent
News staff writer

by Melltti Llpowikl
News staff writer

partment and the Ethnic Studies Center.
According to Perry, the aRobert Perry, chairman of
the University's ethnic studies ward, which was presented to
department, was awarded the him on March 19 during the
NAES convention in Kansas
1994 Charles
City, Mo., not only recognizes
C Irby Dishis own achievements but also
tinguished
applauds those of the UniversiService Award by the
ty.
Because members of NAES
National Asare representative of the largsociation of
er and more affluent schools in
Ethnic Studthe nation, the competition for
ies.
the award usually rests in the
Perry, a
hands of these members. Perry
20-year
member of
Perry said.
"Most of the larger universiNAES, was honored for his
dedication to the teaching of ties in the nation usually get
ethnic studies and for his long most of the recognition," Perry
and continuing service to the said. "When a school like Bowlassociation.
ing Green gets recognized,
then you definitely know that
He joined the University you have something to be
staff In 1970 to become the proud of."
When the University
founder and first director of
both the ethnic studies de- receives national recognition.

then the University as well as
the Bowling Green community
should take pride In the quality
offered at the University, he
said.
In the future, Perry said he
hopes to continue to strengthen
the ethnic studies programs at
the University by broadening
the interests of students and
community members, he said.
In addition to further development In the major, minor and
graduate programs in the department. Perry said that he
will also be making the attempt
to make ethnic studies applicable to people in the Bowling
Green community.
"I hope to utilize the service
of faculty members in solving
ethnic problems and understanding ethnicity In the context of the community," he
said.

As graduation approaches for
this semester's graduating through the Alumni Center.
seniors, the Mileti Alumni Center Tucker will also announce the aand other student organizations ward for "Outstanding Senior."
will sponsor a "Senior Send Off."
The candidates for OutstandThe theme for the event, which ing Senior are chosen based on
begins tonight at 7:30 p.m., is ti- involvement at the University
tled "Magic Moments." To ac- and nominations from faculty
company the theme, the Alumni members in their college.
"The senior chosen is a wellCenter has produced a video with
memories of the last five years at rounded student who has made a
the University.
significant contribution to the
University," said Sabrina White,
"We want to wish the seniors a assistant director of Alumni Affarewell to the University and a fairs.
welcome to the Alumni Center,"
As in years past, the alumni
said Kathy Farrell, graduate assistant and adviser to Under- center is asking local businesses
graduate Alumni. "Through the to participate in the success of
video we want to show [the the Senior Send Off by donating
seniors] that memories will con- items to be used as door prizes.
tinue through involvement in the
"We write all businesses in the
alumni."
[Bowling Green] area asking
The keynote speaker for the them to donate items," White
evening will be Raymond said. "It is a way for the busiTucker, professor of Interper- nesses to recognize the seniors'

Senior
Send Off
</ The event is sponsored by the
Mileti Alumni Center and other
student organizations.
w The event, which begins
tonight at 7:30 in the Alumni
Center, is entitled "Magic
Moments."
</ Raymond Tucker, professor of
interpersonal and public
communications, will be the
keynote speaker.
accomplishments."
Last year, local businesses collected 20 to 30 items ranging
from T-shirts to University ke;
chains. Two tickets for Ceda
Point will also be raffled off
White said.

Students find work
at Alumni Telefund
by Cynthia Kent
News staff writer

It is not everyone's dream to
work in the cafeteria or waitress
at one of the University's restaurants, but being poor is one of the
many consequences of pursuing
higher education.
If working elbow-deep In the
dally special does not sound appealing, mere Is always the opportunity to try something
different - like the Mlleti Alumni
Center.
The alumni center offers 90
students a semester the opportunity to participate In the Alumni
Telefund. The workers are required to ask former University
students to donate money to the
colleges from which they graduated.

Sue Sopa, director of annual
giving and a 1967 Interpersonal
Communication graduate, said
the students are required to ask
alumni for donations starting at
$250. She said the money donated
is used for scholarships or undergraduate research for the
various colleges of the University. "[The money] covers what the
college's annual funds don't
cover," Sopa said. "Some of It is
also used to go toward updating
computer systems." The colleges
choose two or three priorities
where the donated money will go.
The College of Health and Human Services is using Its pledges
to have alumni from the college
teach a class and answer questions from students about life
after graduation, Sopa said.
In addition to asking for
pledges, the student callers are
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prepared to answer every question and concern of alumnL After
an extensive training program,
the callers are taught how to be
personable and "leas rehearsed,"
Sopa said.
"The callers go through six
hours of training that teaches information about the colleges, annual funds and background information on alumni," Sopa said.
The callers are required to
fulfill a certain quota of donations. To encourage the students,
the center offers free long distance calls and food and candy as
Incentives for the highest
amount of donations collected.
At the end of the semester, a
bonus of $20 Is given to all the
callers who stayed the whole semester, Sopa said.
Freshman advertising major
Kelll Smith said the atmosphere

Foreign arrhange proMl grama offer student* and
a chance to expert■2(1 families
ence other countries. ASSE
WZJi International la a program
■urfl available to all student* age
15 to 18.
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University students working in the Alumni Telefund ask alumni for donations Wednesday night The
program offers ■tudents an alternative to working jobs such as University Food Operations by asking
alumni for donations, helping to defray costs that annual University funds cannot.
is fun and the managers try to
make QaHJBn1 alumni for three
hours fun as well.
"[Calling alumni] for three
hours gets a little redundant and
tiring sometimes," Smith said.

Hundreds of Teamsters
marched and rallied outside
the Statehouse on Wednesday to drum up political and
public support for thelr
week-old nationwide strike.
»P*ge6.
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"But the prizes the managers
"The older alumni are really
give are encouraging."
nice," Smith said. "You can
According to Smith, the best strike up some very interesting
part of working for the alumni
center is talking with some of the
See AlUMNI
older alumni.
» P"a» »«•

Assistant sports editor
Mike Kazhnore fantasizes
over the Coora u nt
* p°s,er
woman and the newest
Dream Team.
» Page 8.
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Partly cloudy and warmer. High around 70.
Southwest winds 15 to 20
mph. Tonight, partly
cloudy. Low near 50.
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Groups insist on
no cooperation
There seems to be a compelling need to keep
things secret and in the case of University organizations, secrets have become all too popular.
Take the case of the Black Student Union, which is
listed in the BGSU Student Organizations Directory
as an organization with the objective "to orient, facilitate and to foster political, educational and social
awareness for black students at the University and
to help other students become aware of the issues
that face black students."
But beyond that stated goal, there is no other information available to the general public - no member information, no idea what events they organize
or how they differ from other organizations on campus.
The president of the group, Samuel X (formerly
Samuel Jackson), has declined to discuss with The
News what his group does. Nor does he want to get
involved with "the mudslinging that's going on about
the AGCFA distributions."
Perhaps X should rethink his position and realize
where his funding is coming from.
Every student who attends this University pays a
$314.50 Student General Fee. A portion of this money
goes into a pot that is distributed by the Advisory
Committee for General Fee Allocations.
It's the same place from which X and the rest of
the Black Student Union get its money - without
which they could not operate.
We at The News believe the Black Student Union
should open its proverbial doors and allow everyone
to learn about what it does if they truly want "to help
other students become aware of the issues that face
black students."
The issue isn't whether or not the Black Student
Union is different than other organizations with
similar membership. The students on this campus
have every right to know where their money goes.
The BG News Staff
photo editor
assistant photo editor
sports editor
assistant sports editor
assistant sports editor
Insider managing editor
special projects editor
assistant special projects editor
copy chief

Ross Weilzncr
Nathan Wallace
Mark DcChant
Randy Seller
Mike Kazimorc
Joe Pciffcr
Dawn Keller
Leah Barnum
Meridith McCracken

Where the real problem lies
"Yeah, right. I'll bet I could go
up to the microphone and freely
express my views." (Referring to
The News' mention of the open
mike available to students and
faculty members at the B-GLAD
opening rally.)
(chuckle) "Yeah. Only the
homos will get to freely express
their views."
"...If everybody was like
Colorado we wouldn't have all
these problems..." (referring to
the state's anti-gay laws)
"...I don't know why they're
[wasting] time on AIDS. There's
a lot more serious diseases..."
(reading) '"This Wednesday
has been designated Jeans
Day...in support of human
rights..."
"You know what I'd do? I'd
wear [unintelligible] pants.
They'd be like the opposite of
Jeans."
(laughter)
"Yeah, I'm wearing [unintelligible] pants because I don't
support human rights."
"...Homos are really promiscuous..."
"I'd like to go to a gay bar just
to see if someone would try to
pick me up. I'm Just really curious. I'd really like to go sometime and look around and see
what they da Just watch them,
you know? I'm really curious to
see if one would try to pick me
up."
"Yeah, I would, too. I'd like to
go but I'd be so embarrassed if
someone saw me. I wouldn't want
anyone to see me."
"That doesn't matter, [laughing] You just say, 'Yeah, I'm just
here to look at the faggots.'"
(laughing) "Yeah. Just here to
see the faggots, [serious] I don't
have a problem saying 'faggots.'

372-6966
372-6967
372-2603
372-6968
372-2952
372-6968
372-2602
372-2604

204 West Hall
Bowling Green Slate University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
bgncws@andy.bgsu.edu
Copyright 01994 by The BO New*. Reprinting of any material in
this publication without the permission of The BO News is strictly
prohibited.
The BO News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the
summer.
The BO News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student
body, (acuity or University administration. Opinions expressed in
columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG
News. Letters intended for publication must be between 200-300
words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone number and
University affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.

David

Coehrs

femininity causes feelings of*
physical and emotional discomfort around those whose sexual*
orientation differs?
There seems to be no other ex-"
planation for such persistent*
heterosexual protest over a deep- ly personal aspect of life that Is*
nobody's business.
•
Contrary to what some in thel
straight community seem to*
think, personal choices made by
gays and lesbians are not automatically open to public scrutiny and criticism. It is arrogance
personified for anyone to pre-;

Those who complain the loudest have no
clear understanding of what they're so quick,
to condemn.
sume this right.
Anyway, it's likely those who
complain the loudest have no
clear understanding of what
they're so quick to condemn. .
Most probably they subscribe to
perpetuated stereotypes Instead
of making a genuine effort to un-.
derstand the actuality of every- day homosexual life.
-,
Understanding is easy, according to Matthew Storer. We of the heterosexual community need'
look no further than the routine ,
practices of our own lives - preparing dinner, paying bills, attending class, and working
through relationships. The parallels are endless, folks. The joys, '
heartaches, frustrations, fears
and hopes are the same.
Everyone Is entitled to basic
human rights and the opportuni- ty to live productively.
David Coehn is a weekly columnist for The BG News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The BG News Editorial Office
editor
Insider
managing editor
assistant managing editor
news editor
city editor
sports editor
editorial

feels only sadness and great disappointment.
He says the conversation between the recreation area
stooges doesn't surprise or shock
him. And he's heard the story of a
female student who once brazenly wore a full-length prom
dress in defiance of Jeans Day.
"I find [the Incidents] a matter
of [the students'] ignorance,"
Storer told me. "They were making judgements based on their
own fears and prejudices. People
typically dent want to face what
I mean, as long as I'm around the they dont understand."
right people. Sometimes I slip."
That bit of ignorant dribble is
presented courtesy of several
young men on campus. They had
the discussion nearby while I ate
my lunch In a recreational area.
My Italicized recollection of their
conversation Is In fragmented
We talked a while longer, and
form because it was difficult to
hear the entire exchange over throughout our discussion Storer
background noise.
managed to display graclousness, even forgiveness toward
The conversation wins first his detractors. Somehow, he
prize for the moat pathetic, un- extracted humor from the cruel
compassionate tripe I've had the sting of their bigotry.
misfortune of witnessing this
I find that quite admirable, and
week.
I must consider him a better man
Second prize goes to those than I. But then, Storer has had to
University students who deliber- deal directly with these homoately dishonored Jeans Days by phobic pinheads, who - as he
wearing anything but-News staf- notes with bull's-eye percepllvefers assure me this is traditional neas - need to "get secure with
among the University's more in- their own sexuality."
tolerant types. From what I unThe homophoblc's sense of inderstand, those who refuse to security regarding his or her own
wear jeans fear that supporting sexuality: Isnt that, In fact, the
the event would make them ap- basis for this shameful, absurd
pear homosexual.
ruckus directed at homosexuals?
Matthew Storer has seen and
Isnt that why gays and lesheard It all before. But the cur- bians in our society are continrent president of the I-aahlan and uously, senselessly subjected to
Gay Alliance cant find it within so much personal abuse? Isnt it
himself to express anger over because the homophobic'a own
these incidents of prejudice. He wavering sense of masculinity or

Blackout was not
Wood Cable's
choice
The BG News*
The phones are still ringing
over the blackout of the Cleveland Indians' home opener and
many have blamed Wood Cable
TV. This Is not true. The contract
between Major League Baseball
and ESPN require these blackouts. They can be imposed by the
League, the team or the team
flagship broadcast station, and
can cover an area designated In
air miles from the stadium or
specific geographic areas down
to the size of a county. In addition, different rules apply to
Sunday night games, Wednesday
night double headers, opening
day and holidays.
Blackouts are imposed for two
general reasons: to protect live
gate revenues and to protect television rights revenue. In each
case there Is one station that la
ihnlgualul aa that exclusive car-

rier of an event or a specific Erin DeWerf f several times, I
sports team. This station has ar- still couldn't figure out just what
ranged for this privilege at Its it was that she did wrong.
own expense. The local cable
operator Is required by law to
I know Erin very well as a perblackout all other carriers of son, cabinet member and good
these events.
friend, and by this relation-hip I
The only error Wood Cable can tell you that her resignation
made Monday was failure to in- will only hurt USG In the long
sert the alternate programming, run. I was given the impression
but I assure you It was not our that she was forced to resign by
decision to delete the Cleveland USG President Jason T. Jackgame; that was a matter of con- son's statement, "it would be best
tract law. We would have been for the organization if Erin were
very happy to show the game and to step down."
Tell me this, who was hurt by
avoid hundreds of phone calls,
many of which were very abu- Erin's friend's, not Erin's, congratulations advertisement in the
sive.
Larry Miller
paper for her being named Chief
of Staff, when she in fact wasn't?
General Manager
USG President-elect Jen Mathe
confirmed that she was planning
to make Erin her Chief of Staff
anyway. So why should Erin resign over an advertisement that
she had no control over being
printed? Even though the ad was
a bit premature, it was still valid
andtruthfuL
The BC New*
As in the case with Toledo
After reading last Thursday's
article about the resignation of
mayoral candidate Mike Ferner,
Undergraduate Student
he was prematurely announced
Government cabinet member
as the newly elected Mayor of

Cabinet member
receives unfair
shake

Toledo. Carty Flnkbeiner was
eventually correctly named
Mayor of Toledo but, aa should be
the case with Erin DeWerff, he
was elected so by bis peers. Erin
was already set to be appointed
the next Chief of Staff, so if she
can't be so by the direct appointment of Mathe, then It
should be done by a two-thirds
vote of the Senate.
Until either happens, Jason T.
Jackson should pipe down and
quit assuming that Erin would
not be elected by the required
two-thirds vote.
Rysn English
Criminal Justice

CORRECTION
In Tuesday's edition of Taw
News, the graphic displaying the
results of the question; "Should
the new rlaasrnnm building be
named after President Olacamp,"
should also have included the information that 200 facility and
•naff, and 200 students ware involved m the polL
The News regrets the omis.t
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"Once again tobacco industry representatives have not only withheld information, but they have misrepresented the truth."

4

■Henry Waxman, Rep. D-Calif.
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No more smiles

Woman's death in question

NILE S, Ohio - The father of a
woman whose death was blamed
on a drug and alcohol overdose
said Wednesday that exhumation
of her body may answer the family's questions about the case.
"It's really going to happen,
we're going to know what killed
our daughter,'' Ray Calllhan said.
Sharon Brain's body was found
Aug. 28,1978, in a field north of
Youngstown.
Calllhan said he believes she .
was killed. No autopsy was done.
The order to exhume her body,
signed Tuesday by Trumbull
County Prosecutor Dennis Watkins and Coroner Theodore Soboslay, came one month after the
Tribune Chronicle of Warren reported the woman likely did not
die from an overdose of Vallum
and alcohol. That was the cause
of death listed in 1978.
Summit County Coroner William Cox has reviewed the case
and said there was enough evidence to believe Ms. Brain did
not die from an overdose.
Her remains will be taken from
the Kerr Cemetery to Cox's office for an autopsy. Trumbull
County officials would not say
when the body would be exhumed.

Administrator cheats on
tests

Feola could not be reached for
comment. He did not return a call
to the high school Wednesday.
The investigation began in the
Akron school district last school
year when another district's
superintendent found a teacher
distributing a practice test that appeared to include parts of the
state proficiency exam, said
Karen Ingraham, a spokeswoman
for Akron schools.
That district was not Identified.

The evolution question
FAIR BORN, Ohio - A part-time
instructor at Wright State University was relieved of his teaching duties after students accused
him of injecting religious views
into a class on evolution, the
school said Tuesday.
Dan Scott, 43, of Springfield,
deviated from the course curriculum by expressing views of
creationlsm, said Wright State
spokeswoman Lynette Heard.
"He was inserting his personal
religious views into the course
content after being asked not to,"
she said. "And his personal religious views were offensive to
some students."
Creationlsm, the Bible's version of how life began, says God
created the Earth and life on It.
Evolution says plants and animals originated and developed
from pre-existing organisms.

The course, which is designed
AKRON, Ohio - A school adto explore the scientific basis for
ministrator is under inevolution, is required for biology
vestigation for allegedly copying majors, Ms. Heard said.
portions of a ninth-grade proficiency test and distributing it as a
practice test, a state official said
Wednesday.
Claudia Speakman, an attorney
for the Ohio Department of Education, said David Feola, an assistant principal at Garf ield High
School, is being investigated.
She declined to comment further.
"It is an ongoing investigation,
and I don't know when it will be
completed," she said.

TV Ratings
Prime-time ratings as
compiled bjr the AC.
Nielsen Co. for April 410. A rating measures
the percentage of the
nation's 93.1 million TV
homes. Each ratings
point represents 942,000
households.
1. Home Improvement,
ABC, 22.8, 21.5 million
homes.'
% NCAA Basketball
Championship, CBS,
21.6,20-4 million homes.
3. Seinfeld, NBC, 19.4,
18.3 million homes.
4. Roseanne, ABC, 18.8,
17.7 million homes.
4. These Friends of
Mtoft, ABC, 18.8,17.7
million homes.
&«Mtaites,CBS,18.6
17-5 million homes.
7. Coach, ABC, 18.0,17.0
million borne*.
aFrasler,NBC,17.9,
16.9 million homes.
9. David's Mother, CBS
Sunday Movie, 16.3,15.4
million homes.
10.20-20, ABC, 16.2,15.3
million homes.

VIM AGE GREEN
APARTMELVTS
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Alex Boer, 7, deemt look all Ikai happy aa he uaca hit backpack for an umbrella while waiting for hit
mother to pick him ap after school on a cold Tuesday, la Wisconsin Rapids, WIs.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your' last v. 4 >
drink might be your last drinkAW/

manw in in immvmv-

UMPIRES:
[NEEDED!!!;•
Anyone Inter—toi in •
Suspiring little LeagneS
" Baseball this nuaaaer :
In Bowling Green, *,
there will be a
I
■eel Ing thl* Sunday, •
April 17, 1984, 7t30 at;
the Carter Park
a

Facility. Any
Question* , Call Jell *
Merrill at 352-4102 :

|, AVAILABLE
AV,
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[RENTALS FOR
94-95
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I:
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Gru

1 Bedroom
1171. Main
228 8 College
320 Elm St
114 8 Main

I

For More Information
Call NEWLOVE
Rentals

352-5620

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
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104 S. MAIN
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353-0988
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Kappa Delta
New Initiates:

*

TWILIGHT RAMBLINGS! *
Walking under the stars at

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTLINE AT 372-8888

TICKITID IV!NTS
SAT/APRIL 16/8PM/KC6ACKERHALL(S)
JAZZ WEEK GUEST ARTIST: DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND
SAT / AHBL 24 / 4 PM / K06ACXER HALL |$)
UMVERSITY MEN'S CHORUS AND OSU MEN'S GLEE CLUB

THUR/APRIL14/8PM/KOBACKERHALL
FRI/APHL15/8PM/K06ACKERHALL
A CAPPELLA CHO», COLLEGIATE CHORALE AND WOMEN'S

CHOBUS
SUN /APRIL 17 /8PM/ BRYAN RECITAL HALL
BRYAN CHAMBER SERIES: BOWUNG GtEEN BRASS QUNTET
MON / APRJL 18 /7PM/ BRYAN RECJTAl KAIL
STUDENT COMPOSERS'FORUM
TUES/APR119 /7PM/ BRYAN RECITAL HALL
BRASS CHOIR

A.O. T.

WED / Arlll 20 / 8 PM / KCeACXER HALL
CONCERT AND UNrVERSITY BANDS
THURS/APRJL21/8PM/K06ACKERHAU
SYMPHONK BAND

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE
*
* Call 2-7164 OR 2-2343 for more information *
**********************

THIS WEEK AT THE

JAZZ WEEK: JAZZ LAB BANDS

April 13,1994

HAVE IN COMMON?

954-3530

rail IVINTS

Wendy Braatz
Teresa Buehler
Laurie Haldy
Karen McCann
Molly Sharp

AND

9 Blocks from Campus
480 Lchaman

Welcome to the Family!

Our Only Office

a**********************,
*

lg

ALT. ROCK
BIT OF FUNK

1&2 bedroom Apartments
for Summer IR&ntaC

OAK OPENINGS METROPARK
APRIL 14th AT 6:45 p.m.
$5.00

SAT-SUN /APRIL 23-24/ 7-10 PM / KC6ACKER HALL
BG SUMMER MUSICAL THEATRE: AUDITIONS FOB

HBIO.DOUYI

(0

SUN / APRS. 24 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
BRYAN CHAMBER SEMES

MOOftl MUSICAL ARTS CINTMt

Campus
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Program provides variety Speaker to give
Foreign students exchange culture, share experiences greek chapters
tipsfor survival
by Malinle Melchir
News contributing writer

All interested families are encouraged to apply for a student,
Schardt said. After applications
are accepted the families are
screened to see if they meet the
specifications, she added.
"The main qualification looked
for In families is how much time
and effort they are willing to put
in," Schardt said.

country and hobbles through letters and pictures, according to
Christa Woolsey, a representative for ASSE. However, the students do not get to choose where
they want to go, she added.
Through her experience with
the program, Schardt said she
has found that although the students may be disappointed when

Every year many students
from foreign countries attend
high school in Bowling Green and
other northwest Ohio cities
through a variety of International
student exchange programs.
ASSE International, formerly
American Scandinavian Student
Exchange, is a non-profit public
organization that gives both fa- "The bond is so close that they remain
milies and students from other friends forever."
countries the chance to experiCarol Batdorfjoledo representative of ASSE
ence 10 months of living
together.
There are families in the pro- they first receive their geographThe program is available to
students age 15 to 18 In Scandin- gram ranging from the tra- ic location, most are happy by the
avian countries and open to a va- ditional, with two parents and end of their stay.
"Most students want to go to
riety of American families, pro- children, to single people living
viding they meet certain criteria, alone who like the company of California or Florida," Schardt
said Marilyn Schardt, a repre- another person.
said.
Families are able to choose
sentative for the Cleveland
There are currently 10 stubranch of ASSE.
their student right down to their dents in the Toledo area enrolled
in this program, according to
Carol Batdorf, the Toledo area
representative for ASSE.
Batdorf has students placed in
C1IARLESTOWN APTS.
a variety of family situations, including her own. She is hosting
A
AND
an 18-year-old student from
Sweden.
♦
MID AM MANOR
Conrad Carpinski is living with
§
»NOW RENTING •
Batdorf in her Perrysburg home
J Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
and attending St. John's high
school in Toledo.
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
He is on the honor roll, vol2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
unteers at a local soup kitchen
water included, air conditioning
and enjoys playing soccer.
641 Third St Apt 4, B.G.
Being active In these activities
are reasons he had such an easy
■Resident Manager 352-4380
time making friends, Carpinski
said.

♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

♦

"The bond is so close that they
remain friends forever," Batdorf
said.
Many times host families will
go over to their student's home
country to visit, she said.
When hosting a student, a family has no financial responsibility
except for room and board. The
students come to the United
States willing to work and have
their own spending money, Woolsey said.
Families Interested in hosting a
student through the program
may call 1-800-736-1760 for more
information.

by Courtney B. Qangeml
News staff writer

Local sororities and fraternities are a far cry from the organizations depicted in the movie
''Animal
House," but
many still get
the same rap.
Will Kelm
will address
the University
community tonight at 7:30 in
Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, in a
Kelm
program entitied, "Demythologizing the Animal House." It is sponsored by
the Panhell enic Council.
"My goal is to deliver speeches
that are precise in detail, persuasive in appeal, and passionate in
delivery," Keim said. "My approach is conf rontive, honest and
direct."
Kelm is a member of Delta Upsilon Fraternity and has lectured
to more than 1,250,000 students
from 500 campuses in the United
States, Canada, Australia, Greece
and Malaysia, according to Andrea Gaspardino, graduate adviser for Panhel.
"He Is a very inspirational but
realistic speaker, and deals with
the survival of the greeks," Gaspardino said. "Kelm has prescribed steps that greek chapters
can follow in order to keep doing

amazing things for the greek and
campus community."
He will also address concerns
students have regarding the
greek unit. According to Gaspardino, Keim will confront students
with why they originally Joined
their particular organization. .
"This is an event students will
not want to miss," Gaspardino
said.
Kelm is originally from California and received his bachelor's and master's degrees from
the University of the Pacific in
California. He received his doctorate degree from Oregon State
University.
"I want to impact the lives .of
the students and audience members in a positive way," Kelm
said. "It is my hope to challenge '
them, make them think, and offer
them a chance to laugh and reflect."
Keim holds a number of
awards for excellence in teaching, advising and serving students. He is a member of Order
of Omega and Blue Key, and was
named the outstanding professor
of the year at The Ohio State
University.
Kelm also has published a book
called the "Education of Character" and has various videos and
articles that are available to organizations, according to Gaspardino.

Applications for

They are coming .
NEW NEW NEW
Campbell Hill
&f&1 BrandT^ew Apartments for %entllJ
In the Fall, 2 & 3 Bedrooms, Furnished,
COME CHECK IT OUT!

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster

Carpinski said he has found
many differences between the
United States and Sweden.
"The main difference between
here and home Is that here, in
school, there are stricter rules,"
he said.
Carpinski also said there Is less
trust between students and
teachers here.
The hardest thing for students
to adjust to is the fact that it is
difficult to do their best in school
when they are not receiving
credit, Batdorf said.
Although the students do not
receive any credit for their visit,
they are all good students with
exceptional English skills and
tend to take American studies
like economics and American
history, she said.
At the end of the visit, the student leaves with a one-year diploma and many friends.

352-0717

MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

•
•
•
•
•
•

fall 1994 BG News editor
Summer BG News editor
1994-95 Gavel editor
1994-95 KEY yearbook
1994-95 Miscellany editor
1994-95 Obsidian editor

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 14.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Sexual Offense

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

Peer Education Group
forming for
Fall'94

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available

Applications available at
The Prevention Center
310 Student Services
372-2130

over 500 units with SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELLI
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Mystery writer Greeks honor faculty, staff
will participate
"This award was created to recognize a
faculty member, staff member, or chapter
in book signing
adviser who made outstanding contributions
to the sorority system."
by Courtney B-GinflBml
News staff writer

year. Winners of the Edgar
Awards will be announced after
Muller's appearance at the UniAn organization associated versity.
"I've enjoyed the books. She
with the University libraries will
sponsor a guest speaker Involved tells a good tale," East said. "I
think they get better each year,"
In writing some
he said. He has read every one of
of the
Muller's novels.
woman
Muller has written "The Tree
tectlve
of Death," "The Legend of the
mystery
Slain Soldiers," "Beyond the
rles.
Grave," "The Cavalier in White,"
Marcia
"There Hangs the Knife" and
1e r, guest
"Dark Star." She is now working
speaker of the
on her next novel "Till the But15th annual
chers Cut Him Down."
spring banquet
Midler
Muller will participate in a
of The Friends,
is credited as a writer who paved book signing at the banquet and
the way for many female de- at Thackeray's Books in Toledo.
tective writers and characters She may discuss writing mystery
after she created Sharon McCone novels and research involved in
in 1977.
writing them. She may also dis"She probably isnt as well-k- cuss sociological or ecological isnown [as most mystery and de- sues in the U.S.
tective writers], but she has
"Lately her books have taken
paved the way for a lot of woman elements that take a social and
detective writers," said Dennis political view," East said."She's a
East, associate dean of Jerome good observer of society," he
library.
said.
- Traditionally, mystery books
Muller has donated various
have been dominated by male books to the University popular
writers and male characters. culture library.
Muller has introduced the female
Tickets for the banquet are $20
detective into mystery literature. for members of The Friends and
' Sharon McCone was a charac- $25 for the public. The banquet is
ter in MuUer's novel "Wolf in the April 22 at 6 p.m. Alcohol will be
Shadows." The novel has been available and dinner will be
nominated for an Edgar Award served at 7 p.m. in the Atrium of
as best mystery novel of the the Holley Lodge.
by Robin Coe
News staff writer

Computer labs
supply surveys
fey Kalis Ummam
News staff writer
The Instructional Computtn« Committee (ICO has made
survey forma available In an
computer labs to find out what
University students want and
need in the campus computer

dent may be doing, and how
satisfied the student U with
the lab in general,'' said Inge
Ktappiac, assistant dean for
the information services in the
College of Business Administration.

The Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils hosted their
spring awards night on Monday.
Edleann Blesbrock-Didham
received the Tampurages Award,
sponsored by Fanhel to honor
former Greek Life Secretary,
Tina Tampurages, according to
Ginger Bowerman, president of
Panhel.
Bleebrock-Didham is the director of marketing and promotion
for continuing education at the
University.
'This award was created to
recognize a faculty member,

staff member, or chapter adviser
who made outstanding contributions to the sorority system,"
Bowerman said
Raymond K. Tucker, a professor of interpersonal and public
communication, was honored
with the Outstanding Faculty
Member Award. This award is
also sponsored by Panhel.
"This award is presented to a
University faculty member that
has made a significant educational contribution to the University community," said Andrea
Gaspardino, Panhel graduate adviser.
Tucker recently spoke to the
University campus last month in

olice
lotter
• On Monday, police reported into a tree across the street.
• Police said on Monday, a man
a woman was seen carrying a can
of beer, which she took and reported a car was "careening"
placed in her pants before walk- up and down his street. The
ing into a local pizza pub. When owner of the car said he was
the police asked her for some 1- having problems with the car
dentification, the woman report- when he put it into reverse and
edly acted as if she didn't know he had gone over the curb.
English and put the menu in front
• A girl told police on Saturof her face. Police said the woman was too Intoxicated to give her day, several boys approached her
and some friends and asked her
correct address.
• Police said on Monday a If they wanted to buy any cocaine
woman had a full cart of grocer- or marijuana Police said when
ies at a local store and said she the girl and her friends said 'no,'
was expecting people to drop off the group of boys pushed them
$100 bills at the office to pay for down on the ground and pulled
the food Police transported the their hair.
woman home and told a Wood
• On April 10, police said a
County Mental Health counselor
woman was carrying a clear plasto contact her.
tic pitcher half full of beer. When
• On Monday, police said a the woman saw the police, she
man left his car running and poured the beer into a garbage
went back Into his apartment to can and said "I got rid of the beer
get something. When the man re- because I didn't want to get in
turned, his car had been driven trouble."

Seniors!!!!!!

Klopping believes that if
something is missing from the
The information gathered computer labs that the stufrom the confidential surveys dents need, the survey will
Kfll allow the committee to make the committee aware of
learn what la needed by the it. The committee can then Istudents in each computer lab dentlfy the needs and how to
meet them for both the undergraduate and graduate stu"This study la uaed to aak dents.
questions about the usage of
The forms are now available
software in the labs, whether
the condltlona of the labs are in all the labs sod students are
satisfactory to the students, urged to take a few minutes to
the typo of research the stu- complete the questionnaire.

Ju&ttfacA

Jodi CkappeCC

Carrie StyfM&f

9fyoU&B*

MeGssa Tamthirrinc

Don? miss the magic, tonight, at
Senior Send-Offi
A grand celebration for all of your
successSee you there!

UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS
& THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CITRUS

uwrTES YOU TO rut:

APRIL 14

17. 1994

DAILY CITRUS MENU SPECIALS

f

^-^^*v

:M!

FOUNDERS ® DELICIOUS &
am --K^-aa

i i i i' i i

® AND MORE!

AND ON I I OH Al 1

at 9:30 and Midnight

HRINC. YOUR LITTI.i: SIBS TO Tl IK
FOUNDERS CITRUS SAFARI
APRIL I6T1I <S 17111

|lifilly Lllonka and the Chocolate Factory
at 7:00
(USJD
210 Moth Science

NUTRITIOUS
CITRUS TASTE TREATS
C
SHIRT GIVE-AWAYS

MUSKETEERS
11n*TlllVf Musketeers

Admission $1.50

Also a free showing of

Little Shop of Horrors (1962)

CHECK OUT FOUNDERS KEEPERS CITRUS SAFARI
OR SWING BY ANY OF THE FOLLOWING DINING CENTERS
TO ENJOY THE REFRESHING-TREAT OF
FLORIDA ORANGE JUICE ALL DAY LONG!

tonight in the Gish Film Theater.

'

■
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la order to ndae money for
the United Way, the UniverstruaatBg a penny drive all
through the month of AprlL
According to Trtna Ball, the
chairperson of the committee
la charge of the peony drive,
the Oafvatatty Ambassador!
maiasaat the student body,
the faculty and the adminisThe group walked all around
the n—aaii and placed US
coateiaars' la the different
buUdmss in order to collect
the pennies.-There are three [
aiatatoara] to tha Mhratysad
three hi the administration
buildtot." Bali aald "So we
think that everybody will be
■We to donate."
According to Ball, tha roapaaaa from tha students; has
been good "1 was walking

■nay*
a tot of tha
fltoi"
Tha
Tat gtod that It was only pennies," aaM ft !■!■■■ Derek
Hyde. "It gives everyone the
tossstota."
are hoping that everybody wUl be able
to donate so that they will be
able to reach mob- goal
•The original goal far the
peony drive was 100,000 pennies," Ball said "Bat we ere
ontimtotic that we will be able
to peas that goaL A peony la
not a tot to give."
Tha tooaey raised by tha
pansy drive will be given to
the United Way and they win
batoohafiaofdlairtietlagh,
Ball add
Tha peony drive wat ran
through Friday, and there are
containers available through-

WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
WS

INTERNATIONAL DINNER
SAT. APRIL 16th
Tickets sold in the Union Foyer
April 11-14 from 9-5 p.m.

POIOTDERS

11

McltOIVUJI

COimO.VS

KKdsniKR

Ride FREE SHUTTLE
to the Woodland Mall

FREE Shuttle Service every 20 minutes

ENJOY:

Friday and Saturday

Penny drive

Saturday, April 16th
and Sunday, April 17th

AT FOUNDERS KEEPERS

.ITTLE SIDS WEEKEND

'The award is presented to a
second-year sorority or fraternity unit director Mho has gone
above and beyond the duties as
unit director," Bowerman said

WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA WSA

Jennifer "Weasel

ALL IOII ONI

of the Phi Tans' former house
mother of 13 years, Bowerman
said

for more information call 372-2249
Tickets $6 only

Meatfur Qlaser

i i ir

Anderson Arena and his presentation was greatly received, according to Gaspardino.
Marybeth Holzbach, Sigma Phi
Epsllon house director, was honored with the Dorothy "Mom"
Buettner Outstanding Unit Director Award sponsored by Phi
Kappa Tau. It is named in honor

111

Mpha Thi Congratulates
our Spring 1994 Initiates
Jennifer 'Borkffwski

Ginger Bowerman, president of Panhel

IHHSH.M/I.V

•The Shuttle will be running
at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday and
12:00 noon on Sunday in back
of the University Union and
will run every 20 minutes. The
last shuttle will leave the
Woodland Mall at 9:30 p.m. on
Saturday and 5:30 p.m. on
Sunday.

Little Sibs Weekend!
Bring your little sib along to the shopping day.

Come see the Honda
Goldwing motorcycle display
woodland moll
*

State
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Protesters hold vigil to
rally against high taxes
by Terry Kinney
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - With just two days left to the
Income tax filing deadline, protesters maintained an around-the-clock vigil outside the
Federal Building and prepared for their annual
Taxed Enough Already rally on Friday.
"If it takes pitching a tent for a week in front
of the Federal Building and calling the White
House to get the attention of legislators ... that's
what we will gladly do," said organizer Brenda
Kuhn.
She and other TEA members began their vigil
Monday and were taking four-hour shifts, passing out pamphlets and urging motorists to
"Honk If you are taxed enough already."
TEA Is attempting to pull together several
conservative groups - Ross Perot's United We
Stand America, the John Birch Society's TRIM
committee, the U.S. Taxpayers Party and others.

Syndicated columnist Walter Williams is to be
the featured speaker at Friday's rally on Fountain Square; the rally last year drew about 3,000
people. Watergate conspirator-turnedtalk-show-host G. Gordon Liddy is honorary cochairman.
"If the people all come together, the government's got to listen," Mrs. Kuhn said Wednesday. "If the people get up off their dead duffs,
we can do this."
She wants greater accountability from politicians, and is passionate about her crusade. But
she describes TEA as amateurs.
"We're moms that are angry about all the tax
increases," she said.
"Here is what gets my goat. Most Americans
are living paycheck to paycheck, and because of
taxes there's less money for groceries and less
money to do things with the kids we'd like to do.

Rally urges support
Ohio Teamsters join in nationwide labor strike
byJohnChalfant
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Hundreds
of Teamsters marched and rallied outside the Statehouse on
Wednesday to
drum up political and public
support for
their week-old
nationwide
strike.
Gubernatorial hopeful
Robert Burch
led a group of
Democratic
candidates who shared an outdoor stage with union officers.
Republican Gov. George Voinovlch's absence did not go unno-

tlced by the strikers.
"Come on out of there Voinovich. Come out from under that
desk and Join us," shouted Jimmy
Duff, business agent for Teamsters Local 413 In Franklin
County.
"He is not a friend of labor in
the Statehouse. He's proved
that," Duff said.
Vernon Bell, Local 413 president, said all political candidates
were Invited.
"A lot of them refused for
whatever reason. I guess they
think we're a radical group. We're not We're all family people
trying to survive," Bell said.
Ohio Teamsters are participating in a nationwide strike of
about 70,000 drivers, dock
workers and mechanics. At issue
is a push by trucking companies
to use more part-time workers
and more trains.
Teamsters at the rally also
urged the U.S. Senate to follow
the House's lead by passing a bill
that would ban permanent replacement of strikers.
Voinovich is unopposed in the
May 3 primary for nomination to
a second term in office. He said
later he did not know the rally
was being held.

"If Burch was there, it's all
part of the campaign," Voinovich
told reporters.
Burch, who already has the
Onto AFL-CIO and United Auto
Workers in his corner, faces a
primary challenge from Peter
Schuller, a college philosophy
professor who is aligned with
Lyndon LaRouche.
Teamsters split In the 1990
campaign for governor.
Ohio DRIVE, the union political action committee based in
Cleveland, backed Voinovich
with a $50,000 cont ributIon.
Bell said the Ohio Conference
of Teamsters, made up of locals
from around the state, endorsed
Democrat Anthony J. Celebrezze
Jr.
Burch described himself as a
labor lawyer who would stand
with Teamsters and organized
labor.
"What you're doing today,
standing up and saying no ... we
should have done In every union
starting 25 years ago," he said,
drawing cheers from the crowd.
"Because what you are standing up to began not with this negotiation. It began 20 and 25
years ago when corporate America said, 'You know, we could do
it cheaper with part-time people.'"

ALUMNI
Continued from page one.

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You...
and Vour Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own...
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive
says a lot about who you are. So why
not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going?
In other words, why not say it with a
sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a
personal statement—because the 1994
Ford & Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program** gives you your choice
of $400 cash back or a special
finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified
applicants pre-approved credit up to
$18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days
in most states (excluding Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).

conversations about their life
now."
Freshman environmental science major Nicole Samples said
It la fun to talk to alumni and it
feels good to get pledges from
the former University students.
"I have met a lot of people by
working [at the alumni center,]"
Samples said. "It Is fun to share
your successes with everyone."
However, there are also times
when calling former students Is

not the easiest task to do.
"In the beginning, especially, it
was hard asking alumni for
$250," Smith said. "You get a tot
of hang-ups and sometimes you
feel like a nag."
Samples said it is hard asking
for such a large sum because
"you know yourself you don't
have the money so asking
someone else for It Is hard."
Samples also added that sometimes calling a person who has
died or Is divorced is difficuk to
handle.

Rent from
HERTZ PENSKE.
And be a
ROAD SCHOLAR.

So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask
about the College Graduate Purchase
Program. (It's a terrific way to show the
world just how smart you really are!)

•Sp*xiol Finance pall alternative and Ford Credrl program! not available on leowt
"To be eligible, you must graduate witti a bachelor'! or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94
and 9/30/94 Ihn program n in oddilion to oil other nationol cuitomer incentive! eneept lor other Ford private of*er\
including the Young Buyer Program You mult purchose or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95.
Some cuitomer and vehide rwlrkliom apply. 10 lee your dealer lor detail*

The best way to get home
is in a Hertz Peruke truck.
Thof s because they're easy
to rent. Easy to drive. And
easy on the budget. No matter what size truck you need,
you'll get the one thafs
just right for you.
Plus you'll get the Hertz
Penske promise of:
• Low Rates
•No Mileage
Charge
• Locations Coast
To Coast
• 24-Hr. Emergency

Rood Service
• Full Range of Truck Sizes
• Oeon, Snxwth-Runnina
Trucks
• Many Trucks With Auto
Transmission and Air
Conditioning
For quality, comfort, cost
and convenience, no other
rental truck can move you like a
Hertz Penske
truck.
Coll for information and
reservations.

Hertz

-»-3 ~*m.

THE WINNING TEAM: HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU.
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP
FOR ONE-WAY RENTALS
AVAILABLE MAY 4-7
(BY RESERVATION ONLY)

FORD

FOR RATES AND RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL

in i i< -,

Visit Vour Ne.ircst Ford or Lincoln Mercury Dealership Tod.iy
or Oil 1 800 3*211536 for Dct.nls on the Colk'jc Graduate Purchase Piojum

(419) 385-6623
OR
(800) 222-0277
Net m Mi enrhHe t) eil bMkp. M hal art
i mil* IIMII I li llii li rr.nH innearj nnmr.nl ■Hem.
• Hem Pamti True* leeWf. W. Ills.
ReTTM W<Y " eW§~**»ty rfJFfWn tfwf.

j
i
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Kosar signs with Dolphins
by Steven wine
The Associated Press

of the most obscure Jobs in the
league. Marino started 145 consecutive non-strike games before
he was sidelined for the season
by a torn Achilles' tendon last
October.
The injury was the first in a series that caused the Dolphins'
season to unravel after a 9-2
start. They finished 9-7 and
missed the playoffs.
Kosar replaces Marino's
backup last year, Scott Mitchell,
who signed as a free agent with
Detroit in March. Steve DeBerg,
who started four games last
season, will not be re-signed.
"Bernie's a guy I've always had
a lot of respect for," coach Don
Shula said. "He's a no-mistake
quarterback. That was always
very attractive to me."
Marino will miss a three-day
mini-camp late this month but is
expected to participate in team
workouts in early June. He and
Kosar, who are neighbors IS
minutes from the Dolphins' training camp, attended a Florida
Marlins game together Tuesday.
"He's a good friend," Kosar
said, "and he has excellent seats
at the Marlins' and Florida
Panthers' games."
Kosar played with the Cleveland Browns from 1985 until he
was waived by the Browns last
November. As a result, Kosar, his
wife and their two young daughters have moved four times in the
past 13 months, which is one
reason he accepted the Dolphins'
offer.

DAV1E, Fla. ■■ Berate Kosar
will be back In a Miami uniform
this fall.
Ten years after leading the
Miami Hurricanes to their first
national championship, Kosar
signed a two-year contract
Wednesday with the Miami Dolphins. He will be the backup
quarterback to Dan Marino.
"It's exciting and an honor for
me to come back home and play
here," Kosar said at a news conference. "South Florida has always been special in my heart."
Kosar, 30, became an unrestricted free agent after finishing last season as a reserve for
the Super Bowl champion Dallas
Cowboys. He also reportedly negotiated with Dallas, Kansas City
and Washington, and may have
passed up a chance to start for
the Redskins.
"I had some other options over
the last week or so," Kosar said.
"I had opportunities to play more
regularly with other teams. But I
didn't really think the teams
were as talented as the Miami
Dolphins."
For the nine-year veteran, sitting on the bench with a Super
Bowl contender has more allure
than playing for a poor team.
"What I like most about the
NFL is the January games," Kosar said.
Until last year, backup quarterback for the Dolphins was one

Quarterback Berate Kosar holds his new jersey as a Miami Dolphins
player at a newt conference at the Dolphins training facility in Da"If I was a single guy, the decision-making process would
have been a little different," he
said. "It's so convenient here. I
know so many people."

Kosar led the Hurricanes to the
national championship as a sophomore in 1983, then turned pro
after his junior year. The Hurricanes' offensive coordinator,

APnMWJcn-rayBau
vie, Florida on Wednesday. Kosar signed a two-year contract but his
salary was not disclosed.
With the Dolphins, Kosar will
Gary Stevens, now coaches the
Dolphins' offense.
wear his familiar No. 19.
"The opportunity that lies
"I don't think Berate has lost
anything," Stevens said. "He's ahead for this team next year Is
going to be pretty fun."
still in the prime of his career."

Keep the dirt in the sandbox
''Hey,
sports
writers.. .urn...you don't see this
case of beer," a hockey player
nervously said while waiting
for an elevator in the hotel
lobby of the Westln Hotel in
Detroit after the CCHA
Playoffs.
I saw It, but do I care? After
all, there was a case up in our
room too.
Some people seem to think
walking around with a notepad
or a tape recorder and press
credentials gives them the
right to butt into people's private lives in the name of investigative journalism. I call it
tabloid sleaze.
Between classes I bought a
copy of the Detroit Free Press
with the headline Probert
drinking; Wings offer help. This
was sharing front page space
with V.S. planes bomb Serb
troops and Toll in Rwanda may
be 20,000, aid officials say.
To me, a professional hockey
player drinking again is peanuts compared to people being
murdered in hospital beds by
soldiers. But it was deemed
newsworthy by someone to
warrant front page coverage.
Bob Probert, whose life has
been punctuated with periods
of substance abuse, was recently spotted celebrating his
wife's pregnancy with a few
friends In a restaurant in
downtown Detroit. Gee, that's
what most people do is drink a

First of all, with the nine
players, they turned themselves in to Coach Blackney.
They were not arrested, but
disciplined by the coach They
were disciplined appropriately
for their wrongdoings on an internal basis with a press
release distributed stating that
they would be suspended for
one game.

toast to their good fortune with
friends.
Thank you, Detroit Free
Press. Now I can sleep a whole
lot better as a Red Wings fan
knowing that you are trailing
him or relying on spys to see if
he drinks any beer.
The Red Wings organization
is concerned with the health of
their player (their investment),
but what do the media and
readers care about his personal
health?
Tabloid journalism happens
in the big cities with everyone
trying to uncover the BIG
NEWS such as what Tonya
Harding was doing every second of her days before, during,
and after the Olympics. A reporter went as far as breaking
into Tonya's e-mail account
during the Olympic Games to
dig up some dirt.
On a local level in Bowling
Green, athletes have been involved in cases of drunken
driving, barroom brawls, and
cases of sexual assault. This
year's CCHA Coach of the
Year, Michigan's Red Berensen, was convicted of driving
under the Influence the day before accepting the award. He
stumbled to bis car from a bar
after completing his weekly
radio show. Last football
season, nine players were suspended from the team for rules
violations that allegedly Included substance abuse.

Randy
Setter
Player's private lives should
be private. Their performance
on the field, the court, and on
the ice should be scrutinized,
not their behavior and personal
lives away from the venue of
performance.
Being paid to perform should
not determine newsworthiness.
College athletes are not paid to
perform, instead they are given scholarships in lieu of actual
pay, and so are talented musical performers. The marching
band performs at half time and
cheerleaders perform on the

sidelines, but when was the last
time you saw a trumpet
player's face on page one for a
DUI or breaking band rules
and incurring a suspension?
Where is sports reporting
heading? Erik Pupillo, a former
columnist forThe Sports Review Press, wrote about how
far sports reporting could go if
anything was permitted.
"Maybe next I want to read
about a certain player's dating
patterns and how it affects his
play on the field. Or maybe a
certain sports writer could do
an undercover sting operation
to see if everyone's getting to
bed before the curfew the
night before a game. Now
that's hard hitting."
I guess I could do a local bar
round up column about which
athletes were where, how
much they had to drink and
what time they left. I could dig
through their trash to check
for drug paraphenalia, condoms, or whatever an editor
wants a story on. I have seen
athletes in bars, drunk to the
point of making asses of themselves, but I have also seen
hundreds of students engaging
in the same activities and acting equally as irresponsible.
When a player's private life
does become public, articles
should be done with a little
tact When it comes to arrests
and DUIs, they are a matter of
public record and should war-

rant some coverage.
Fine, if the newspaper has a
practice of printing a police
blotter, then stick the names
and the crime in there. Skip the
bold headline, the headshot,
and the front page notoriety.
Write about athletes like others
who break the law with the severity of the crime determining coverage and placement.
If an athlete breaks a team
rule causing suspension from
the team, I would expect to see
a mention of it In the context of
a sports story stating that the
individual broke team rules
and will not play. Not a front
page article with a bold headline and a head shot.
Enough said.
Maybe Detroit Free Press
columnist Mitch Albom summed it up best as he watched
Probert board an airplane on
his way to being arrested for
drug possession in 1989.
"We write so many columns
blasting athletes for acting
foolishly, for breaking rules.
Cocaine. Alcohol. We scream
for justice. And here, in the artificial light of an airport, justice was coming to port. I
waited for satisfaction. It
never came."
Randy Setter is an assistant
sports editor of The BG News.

A legend reflects on career
fey Tarn SaiadlM
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - Letters written
two decades ago, not the one he
received Wednesday night from
President Clinton, were on Hank
Aaron's mind as he took part In

ceremonies marking the 20th anniversary of his record 715th
home run.
Aaron has bittersweet memories of his chase to break Babe
Ruth's homer record. Among the
tons of mall he received were
several death threats, which he

kept.
"I saved the letters for my
children and my grandchildren,"
Aaron said during a news conference before the ceremony.
"I doot want them to get too
satisfied. We're still having serious problems," he said, pointing

to the stabbing of tennis star
Monica Seles, the blow to the
knee of ice skater Nancy Kerrigan and threats to other athletes.
"They built a structure in
Washington, DC, to remind us of
the Holocaust," he said. "It's to
remind people if we forget histo-
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'Who's
on first'
not funny
by Alan Robinson
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH -- The old
comedy routine "Who's on First"
is no joke to Pittsburgh Pirates
manager Jim Ley land.
Ley land started three different
first basemen - Kevin Young,
Brian Hunter and Orlando Merced - on the first three days of
the season, and he's still not
nearly ready to designate a fulltime starter.
Who's on first? Who knows?
"The ideal situation would be
for somebody to win the job, but
you don't always know if that's
going to happen," Leyland said.
"If that happens, then the whole
situation takes care of itself."
Young was considered the top
prospect of the Pirates' three
rookie starters last season, but Al
Martin and Carlos Garcia had far
better years than he did. He hit
only .236 with 6 homers and 47
RBIs and went 267 at-bats from
May 26 to Sept. 9 without homering.
Young made considerable
strides defensively, and by the
end of the season was one of the
NL'a best glove men at first. But
it didn't compensate for his nonproductive bat; the Pirates' overall offensive production at first
base was the worst of the 28
major-league teams.
The Pirates consider Young,
24, to be a prospect too good and
too young to give up on. But they
also can't go a whole season with
a first baseman who hits in the
low .230s with no power.

Hunter, 26, got lost in the Atlanta Braves' crowded pool of
ry, we're doomed. That's why I young talent and was traded to
saved the letters."
Pittsburgh for a player to be
Major League Baseball dedi- named later. He had 26 homers
cated the week of April 8-15 as and 99 RBIs In 589 at-bats enterHank Aaron Week. Each club ing this season, but his career
playing at home paid tribute to average was only .231.
Aaron on April 8, the 20th anPotentially, Hunter gives the
niversary of homer No. 715. It
came in the fourth Inning of f left- Pirates more power in the middle
hander Al Downing of the Los than they had last season, when
Angeles Dodgers.
cleanup hitter Jeff King hit only
The Braves were on the road 9 homers. But he's also much
during the opening week of the bigger In the middle than he was
season and didnt return to Atlan- with Atlanta - he probably
ta-Fulton County Stadium, site of weighs at least 30 pounds more
the historic home run, until than his listed weight of 195.
Tuesday night.
Defensively, he's not as smooth
"Hank Aaron distinguished or *m quick as Young, doesn't
himself as one of the best players react as quickly to balls hit down
baseball has ever known," Clin- the line and doesn't turn the flrstton said in a letter read by mas- to-second-to-first double play as
ter of ceremonies Ernie Johnson. quickly as Young.
I
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White House honors Olympians
ceremony.
"I hope you'll never forget it
and always give a little of it back
WASHINGTON - After pro- to the next generation of young
viding tears, thrills and the most Americans," Clinton said. "So
medals ever in a Winter Olym- many of them have so many
pics, Dan Jansen, Bonnie Blair troubles. And there are many of
and other members of the Amer- those young people whom you
ican team were honored could reach better than I ever
Wednesday at the White House.
could."
"You are the embodiment of
The 15 American Olympic
what the rest of us try to create medalists and 18 medal winners
every day," President Clinton from the Paralymplc team attold nearly ISO American ath- tended the ceremony. They were
letes crowded into the east wing to be honored again during a hoof the White House after rain tel banquet Wednesday night that
forced cancelation of an outdoor Clinton planned to attend.
by Matt Yancey
The Associated Press

Among those absent was figure
skater Tonya Harding, who was
told by the USOC last week she
would not be welcome after
pleading guilty last month to a
conspiracy charged in the Jan. 6
attack on fellow skater Nancy
Kerrigan.
In more than two decades of
White House ceremonies honoring returning Olympians, Harding is the first not to be Invited to
the event.
"We feel it simply would not be
appropriate to have her here for
the celebration," USOC spokesman Mike Moran said. "We're

here for something that doesn't letes - Bonny Blalr, Dan Jansen,
involve that arena at all. This has Cathy Turner, Nancy Kerrigan been a very successful team and on an Olympic team again."
we wont see some of these athJansen, gold medalist in the

When lost in the city,
dream the impossible
team that would be even more
Yesterday afternoon I was
dominant (at least in the eyes
sitting in the news room, more
of one person).
specifically at the cluttered
Yes we were talking about a
meas that we like to refer to as
the sports desk. Anyway, while team that contained the likes of
G Money and his two all-time
there I was admiring a picture
favorite players - Shaq O'Neal
of Tracy (the Coors Light posand Jay Larranaga.
ter woman) and myself.
At first the conversation
The picture, which had been
taken by fellow Journalist Glen consisted of the threesome
touring the country and enterLubbert at the Mid-American
Conference basketball playoffs ing all the three-on-three
at Battelle Hall, brought back a
lot of memories.
The most notable of which besides the memory involving
a 10 block hike through downtown Columbus at midnight in
order to retrieve a case of beer
- was a conversation that took
place on the original trip to
Battelle.
Ordinarily the trip should
have taken about two hours,
but thanks to a missed turn by
yours truly we were left with
contests they could find. It was
another hour on our hands. No- conceded early on that G's
body seemed really concerned
team, for he became the capat the time because Glen had
tain by default, wouldn't have
brought along an invisible ink
too much of a problem with
yes/no sports trivia book that
that level of competition would be able to kill at least an Shaq himself could win most
hour.
of these tournaments without
Wrong.
any help.
After about 30 minutes my
"Enough of the small time," I
partners Glen, Mark (aka G
said. "Let's give G two more
players and then put his squad
Money) and Marty got tired of
embarrassing ourselves with
up against some talent."
Incorrect answers.
We quickly scrambled our
With our egos slightly
brains and decided that in orbruised, the conversation was
der to make things a little more
interesting we would give G
quickly switched to basketball
any high school player that he
- Dream Teams to be more
exact. Not the team with Jorwanted and he would also have
his choice of any female
dan, Magic and Bird that
player.
coasted to a gold medal in the
Without much thought he
1992 Summer Olympics. But a

ke Kazimore

trr»in(iTi»«nriii
President and Mrs. Clinton, along with Vice President Gore, pose with members of the 1994 winter
Olympic and paralymplc teams Wednesday during a ceremony at the White House where the president
honored the athletes.

Howard's club|-j
Jhu/sdau
Seek h Sounds of

Lost & Found
Ladies Night Out
No Cover Ladies Only
Video Games

»Ping Pony

GET DRESSED
BEFORE YOU
HIT THE ROAD.
Gloves help your grip. Leathers
help prevent hypothermia. And all
gear protects against flying objects.
Which is vital if you ever v » >
become the flying object. \j/
WTMmu smn FOWMTIO*W

1,000-meter speed skating, and
several of his teammates appeared with first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton.

quickly drafted Felipe Lopez USA Today's Player of the
Year - and Bowling Green's
own Lorl Awers.
With the lineup now in place,
we needed to find somebody to
coach this sqaud and then
scrape up a game for them. We
mulled over a few possible
coaching candidates before finally settling on the idea that
no one coach would be able to
handle the amount of talent assembled here.
Instead the team would be
headed by a pair of successful
Falcon basketball coaches Jaci Clark and Fran VoU.
We decided that the pro
teams would be too tough to
defeat, yet the MAC teams
would be too easy. Finally, it
was agreed upon that G's fearsome foursome (sorry G, I
meant fearsome fivesome)
would take on the All-MAC
team of Ohio's Gary Trent,
Eastern Michigan's Kareem
Carpenter, Ball State's Steve
Payne and Jermeel Sylvester
and Miami's Landon Hackim.
Granted the All-MAC team
might be a little undermanned
in going up against Shaq, but
we felt that the marhlng tandem of myself and Glen would
more than compensate for this.
With all of the preliminaries
finally set, the matchup was
inevitable.
Mike Kazimore is the assistant sports editor o/The
Newsand will be making his
coaching debut tonight. Stay
tuned for Out tame story and
all the stats in tomorrow's edition qfThe News.
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Fielder leads Tigers to victory
by Harry Attlnt
The Associated Press

DETROIT - When he's in his
zone, even the best pitches
wont fool Cecil Fielder. Jamie
Moyer learned that the hard
way Wednesday.

Fielder went 4-for-4, including one of three Detroit
homers, and John Doherty
pitched seven strong innings as
the Tigers beat the Baltimore
Orioles 6-3.
"The times I've faced Cecil,
I've had some success getting

him out with my changeup,"
said Moyer (0-1). 'Today, his
base hit to center field was a
changeup off the end of the
bat. And his home run was a
changeup that he was out in
front of. The guy's a great hitter and I have to go after him

AP Pkoto/Duane Burkton

Detroit Tigers' Cecil Fielder watches his first single or the season against the Baltimore Orioles in the
fourth Inning Wednesday In Detroit. Fielder went 4-for-4, Including one of three Detroit homers. The
Tigers won 6-3.

with what's worked In the past.
"The most impressive piece
of hitting he did was the one in
the first inning. The pitch was
below his knees and he went
down and hit it off the wall.
There aren't many guys who
can do that."
Tony Phillips and Eric Davis
each homered In the seventh
inning for the Tigers, helping
manager Sparky Anderson
earn his 100th win against the
Orioles.
"Cecil is going to win a lot of
games for you, just because he
is a big, strong guy," Anderson
said. "I prefer speed, and Cecil
isn't too fast. But nobody in his
right mind is going to turn
down direct power like that.
"Cecil doesn't hit any cheapies."
Orioles manager John Oates
can attest to that.
"Cecil didn't need to show us
how strong he is," Oates said.
"We've known that since he hit
the ball on the roof against us
last year."
Doherty (1-1) held the
Orioles to two runs and eight
hits in seven Innings.
When Doherty is at his best,
he gets batters to hit the ball on
the ground. The Orioles got 16
outs on grounders, five back to
the mound, against Doherty.
"He struck out Brady (Anderson) to start the game,"
Oates said. "Then he got eight
straight no-brain grounders.
And then he struck out Brady
again. Until (Rafael Palmeiro's
hit with two outs in the fourth)
we couldn't get the ball out of

the Infield against him."
Bill Krueger started the
eighth, but was relieved by
Mike Henneman after giving
up a homer to Harold Baines.
Henneman finished up for his
second save.

Moyer gave up four runs and
seven hits in 6 2-3 innings.
Fielder doubled off the fence
in right-center leading off the
second, and scored on Danny
Bautista's two-out single.
Baltimore tied it 1-1 in the
fifth on Cal Ripken's double
and Mark McLemore's two-out
single.
A heavy drizzle fell in the
Detroit sixth as Davis walked,
and scored on Fielder's fourth
homer, giving the Tigers a 3-1
lead.
"I'm seeing the ball pretty
good," Fielder said. "I'm really
comfortable at the plate right
now, and I hope it stays that
way for a while."
Baltimore closed to 3-2 in the
seventh on an RBI groundout
by Jeffrey Hammonds.
With two outs in the seventh,
Phillips hit his first homer to
chase Moyer. Mark Eichhorn
relieved and walked Juan Samuel before Davis hit his first
homer to put the Tigers ahead
6-2.
Notes: The Tigers are 100-93
against Baltimore since Anderson took over in 1979. ...
Fielder's single in the fourth
was his first this season. His
first five hits were a double,
triple and three homers. ...

OUpicks up another Trent
by Rutty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio - As If one
Gary Trent wasn't enough, Ohio
U. picked up a mirror-image of
Trent Wednesday on the first day
of the spring period for signing
national letters of intent to play
major-college basketball.
Basra Fakhir, a 6-foot-6,
220-pound forward out of East
Cleveland Shaw, signed on with
Ohio U. and coach Larry Hunter.
The big-school first-team AllOhloan averaged 21 points and 17

rebounds a game last season.
Those numbers mesh nicely
with Trent's Mid-American Conference-leading 25.6 points and
11.5 rebounds a game.
"He has a lot of Trent-like features," Hunter said on the day
after signing a five-year contract
extension. "There is a lot of similarity. Both are very explosive,
both are put together physically
with a lot of strength."
All of which is bad news for
opponents, who now face the
prospect of another physical
specimen joining the muscular

6-7 Trent and 7-2 Jason Terry on
the Bobcats' front line.
"I'm not sure you can compare
anybody to Trent, but he has the
potential of having a fine career
at Ohio U.," Hunter said of Fakhir.
The Bobcats, regular-season
and tournament champions of the
MAC, still have another scholarship available to give.
It was a slow day In terms of
quantity of signings for Ohio colleges.
Several top players - 6-9 Samaki Walker, formerly of White-

hall-Yearling being chief among
them - have yet to decide on a
college.
Cincinnati, seeking a replacement for Dontonio Wlngfield,
again signed 6-10 Arthur Long to
a letter of intent.
Long, a native of Rochester,
N.Y., originally signed with UC
after spending a year at Dodge
City (Kan.) Junior College. But
he was arrested for possession of
marijuana and played last year at
Southeastern Iowa Community
College.
He pleaded no contest to the

possession charge and was sentenced to probation and community service.
Long, similar in size and mobility to former UC and current
Chicago Bulls center Corie
Blount, averaged 22.9 points and
10.4 rebounds last year for
Southeastern Iowa
"Art will give us the presence
inside that we had when Corie
was here," UC coach Bob Huggins said in a statement. "He has
excellent quickness. He is a great
shot-blocker who will alter a lot
of shots."

Krukin
Jorjinal
treatment
by John F. Bonfattl
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - Nap time
for John Kruk should be about
noon today.
That's about an hour after the
Philadelphia Phillies first baseman gets the 18th and final precautionary radiation treatment to
ensure that testicular cancer discovered March 7 hasn't spread.
"I'm going to come here and
sleep tomorrow for a couple of
hours anyway," Kruk said Tuesday afternoon. "That's the only
thing I've got to watch now. For
night games, I might be getting
in here later."
Kruk went 3-for-S with an RBI
in his season debut Monday
against the Colorado Rockies, but
that was a 2:05 p.m. game start.
When the series resumes tonight,
game time is set for 7:35 p.m.
"It should be interesting," he
said. "I have to make sure I get
plenty of sleep. That's one of the
main things."
Kruk admitted his legs were a
little sore the morning after his
first game of the season. But he
said that's to be expected.
"It's just normal," he said.
"There's not a person who's in
here whose legs weren't sore the
first 2-3 days of spring training.
This is my spring training now."
Still, the radiation treatments,
which Kruk had been receiving
in small doses five days a week,
made him very weak for brief
periods.
"It feels like you went out the
night before and had 152 beers.
You just don't really feel like doing nothing," he said. "But it only
lasts awhile."
Kruk said he's gotten into a
habit of going to bed early,
around 6:30 p.m. After Monday's
afternoon game, "I got home and
I just went right to bed."
Doctors have told Kruk he
could experience fatigue for six
to eight weeks after the radiation
therapy stops. Kruk said the added sleep should help him deal
with that.
In the meantime, Kruk hopes it
wont take too long to get back
Into playing shape.
"I hope it's just like a couple of
weeks. That's my goal, to come
out here and not take an hour to
be able to bend over and move,"
he said.
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For more information call 372-7492
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(505Clough)

•313 N. Main St
•615 Second St
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St)

UNIVERSITY REO CROSS
B.G.S.U. BLOOOMOBU.E
April 11 15 (Mon. - Fn.) 10:30 am to 4 30 pm NE Commons
(next to Rodgers A campus police)
Pteaae Give Die at of LHal
Please. Give Blood I
WASH THAT CAR!
atSOLD'e Car Wash
Saturday. April ltd, 12-4 pm
•Md-AmBankCAR WASHi

FOUND
Tuea , 4/12/94. Glaeeoo in case, on bench
wcond floor Wilt Hall. Come in 204 Welt Had
, The BG Newe, to daim.

SERVICES OFFERED
PREONANT7
We can help. FREE a CONFOENTIAL pregnancy teats, support A information. BG Pregravtcy Carder. (^3S4440PE.
SKVDIVE B G opening tor claisee Saturday
Apni to. Seaaon opening special: First-jump
course through April only 1100 each. Visa A
Mastercard. 352-5200.

Word Processing Resumes, Term Papers.
Thesis, a sserutons on Laser Printer.
Call 352-6705 (t-t).

PERSONALS
• FREE PIZZA-FREE PIZZAGrve Blood Apnl 11.15 at de
Northeast Commone. Pape Johns
Pizza will ba therei Call
to make an appointment at 352-4575
or atop in between 10:304:30
Grve thea gift ot
o He. GIVE BLOOO
• KAPPA KAPPA OAHHA •
Cong ma to the entire chapter ol Kappa Kappa
Gamma on winning the fallowing awards at de
Spring Awards reghyt:
• Highest Chapter Average •
• Highest Total Cheater Average •
■ Deen'e Scholarship Award •
Together we are definitely Barter lets keep on
mekingKapaoai.
• KAPPA KAPPA OAHHA'
The sisters of KKG would ike to congratulaieMlchoHe Berth on receiving the award for
da Mon Outstanding New Member in de
Greek oommunity. Your sisters are proudll
Congratujtons'to'Jackie Kosetsrs on being
lalectad as ■ permanent traveling consultant
tor Kappa Kappa Gamma at de University of
Tenneeae Whet e great honor this ■. Your sis
tors are proud of null
• KAPPA KAPPA OAHHA •

Acoustic Music
Tom Gorman
w. ParaSai View
Grounds tor Thought
Saturday el 9 am
ADD JenCzerwinskl AGO
Congraluiationa on infMtton
You are a wonderful asset to our houea.
Keep fleahing your amse, we love III
Lovaye'irSei
Love your Big Jan I
COrMRATULATIONS
ATTEflTKMFPCSHMAN
SICSIC is looking tor 2 new members
Appkcationa can be picked up at
«« Student Si-vices
Deadline: April 20
oorejnuadonpg. 10

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
North American Van Line* is now
accepting applu ations imm college
students and staff for its Summer Fleet
Program.
Summer is the busy season in the moving industry, and we need your help to
handle the load. We will teach you to
safely operate an 18-wheel rig and

HOMEMADE

load household goods cargo • al no
cost. We pay your room and board

B(pAD-»sSrA

while you're in training. Once you

tytfkeesecake

plus $125 per week living expenses,
plus bonus.

receive your Commercial Driver's License, we'll pay you $425 per week,

To qualify, you must be 21 years old,
have a good driving record, and be

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

available for training in May (the end
of April would be even better!)

CALLUSTODAY
OR STOP LN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 10 to 2

352-9302

113 Railroad St
(next to Kinko's)

Take a break from the classroom, and
make the most of your summer with
North American Van line*. We'll

4,^**

%V*

»/,'«

Mean Streak

prom ise you an adventure you' 11 never
forget.

Mease join us on Saturday
for our informal Food & Wine
Sampling from 1 until 5 with
Wall Ferrell & Norm Chambers.
1068 NORTH MAIN SWUNG GREEN

Call 1-800-348-2147, Dept. ZC-17.

northAmartean.

'
!
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Beta SOO
Beta SOO
Alpha Xi's are r*edy lor repeat
Bet* SOO
Beta 500
CampuaEjpn ato
As part olthe MM happening during kiMmaMnal Weak. the World Student Aaeocieeon
present* KARAOKE. Trat Thursday. April 14
in Oia Bool n Greenery from 9 pm - midnight.
Hopa ID aaa avaryona there.
CHAPTERS A ALL STUDENTS
WILL KEIH IS COHINQM
AprlM4al 7:30pm
Lanhart Grand Balkoom
'r>mv1hologodng lha Animal HOUM a"
Sponaored by I ha Panhaaanlc Council
Saatlng la ilmMedl
AMvaEartyl

KKa-KAPPA'KKQ
Congratulations B Katie Unger On har summer internship w th Lana Bryani Good Lucklf
Thank* cBacky Iss—Sal tor al ol her
hardwork towards a successful MonMourh '94
Congratulations B Tamera Eggert on har recent etecDon to Phi Beta Kappa
Congratulate s B Juke Harrla on being selected aa Via Moal Ouiatandmg Junior In Ha
Talacomrnunlcaarjna OapartnanL
Your ofaBra ere proud ol at ol youll

rejrsing. Health t Human Serve**, rnrychotogy. Gerontology, or rilaaid major*: Imereeted
In area homa health cara Irrtarnahlpa for aumar
• *S 25rhr? CONTACT COOP PROGRAM
2-2451.238 Admlntor/etton Btog. ASAP tor detarla.
PHI KAPPA TAU
Opan Ruah Tonight

For more totormabon call 372-2186

April IS. Located In Rodger* Court Yard
7 30-900
Ruah Phi Tau • Ruah Phi Tau

GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNE R
SUNDAY APRL 17. « 30 6 30 P M
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA AND
PHI PSI HOUSE Si
$2.98 PER PERSON
SPONSORED BY IFC/PANHEL
HEY

ALL YOU FREAK MOMMAS AND
FREAK DADDVSI
thii it your laat chanoa avar B aaa
rlTROVERTSt
Brian's gomio Hawaii. Sieve is go in to
lha paychiathc aiy lum, Eric naada
traalmant tor hia varioua addicbona.
Band n Breaking Up altar thair
Laat Show - SAT. THE IfTH OCLUS 21

I canl ballava you're 211 Can I raw* your
I.D.7 Ha v. a GREAT birthday, roomie!
Leva,
Lanny and the Jaokaon Frva
H YOU have round a Summer fob
that la related to your Mafar
or Career Qoaai
Slop by lha Co-op Office
lo register for "Co-op 060" notation.
GET IT ON YOU R T R AN3CRIPTI1
Oueel tone: 172-2451
Thaee aervlea* are FREE.

Ilgma Kappa
Brooke Granduaky.
Thit weekend ol Paddy O la going
B be perfect bacauaa I'm going with you1
Love.
Your SAE Boy
Sigma Kappa

_
LAMBDA MAN
COMETH
Tom Gorman
and ParaIIaiView
800 pm Saturday
Grounds lor Thought
Twilight Remblingi
Walk under me atari at Oak Openings Metropark on April 14fh at 8 45 pm. Coal m only IS.
Sign up in 330 Union Bdayl Call 2-7164 or
2-2343 tor dataiii
Twilight Ran*linos
Win (5000 tor the Baal Plok-up Line. Reaie
print A tend B 17517 Eaienna. Clevtoend, OH

44135.

INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: M. W, OPEN
GOLF TOURNAMENT - APRIL 20. ENTRIES
DUE BY 4:00 PM IN 130 FELD HOUSE ON
DUE DATE.
JOE TATT AT H.T. UUOOS
""S THURSDAY AT 8:00
Voice u,. C4 AJXr-*veJoe Tan cornea B
Bwn B eal. SZHCKi . • .1 your Can
C
quesBons.
*-C|)
JOETAITATM.T.aMaX.
THBTHUR8DA VAT 0:00
JOEL EDWARD PRUDEN CHARITY BALL
Aprl 2S.7-11 pm
Il2/p*raonor|20/coupla
Lanhart Grand Balroom
ticket! atHd 4/11 - 4/15Educ. Bug.
4/16-4/22 Union
Proceeda donated B Precious Boy Fund
In honor of Joefj bone marrow raneplant

WICI

XO Diamond Pledgee XO
XOSAEXOSAEXOSAEXO
Dan and Jeremy:
Thanka tor being aweeome badrace coachet.
You really know how B FIRE ue uplll
Love trieChi Oa,
G ina. Angela .Monica. KM* and Amy
XOSAEXOSAEXOSAEXO

SBDT.

You may ouaafy tor 13000 Bward achool.
Aak about our officer Education Program.
372-2176

3 lubleaaera needed. Large 3 bedroom houaa.
Available in May. Cheap rantl Cell Jenna at
353*307.

•Summer Subleaaera Needed'
Own room In houaa ctoae » carnpua A beral
Low rantl Can 2-4436 or 2-4531
1 female aubleaaar tor aummer In nice house.
Incredible location, vary in*>pan«iva. Cat
353-1203 tor Laurie or leave meaaage.

WICI

WICI

WICI

WICI

President... Meredith Coy
VP of Programming ... Kathy Harrison
VP of Membership ... Nicole King
VP of Publicity... Shelby Legg
Treasurer... Kathy Harrison
Secretary... Dorian Halkovich
WICI

WICI

WICI

WICI

CWLDCARE OPPOFITIJNITI6SI
Pre-aoreaned familiea looking tor caring individuals B spend a year aa a nanny
H75-S3S0/wk, room A board, car, air fare Incajdod. Cal Chadcrost 1 ■600-574-6660
Co-ad aummer camp in tower Ml needa cooks.
counselors and kfeguerde. For more into, cal
(313) 878-6628

Male roommate needed tor 2 bdrm apt. tor
94-95 achool year. Cwn room, great rates Call
Mike alter Some [216) 920-2274.

CRUIS£ SHIPS HIRrNO
- Earn up B (2,000 rjsjarmonlh
on Cruise Snipe or Land-Tour companies.
Summer A FuH-Timo em ploy men t available.
No eapenenet necessary
For into, call 1-200-634-0488 ail. C5644.

Summer subleaaars: May 16-Augus! 8. 2 bed
rooms. 1 block from carnpua. Total rent 1725
tor aummer. Vary negotiable. Call 353-9*29.

Sofa bed. tovaaaat, chair end 2twin beds.
Prices negotiable

Used bedroom furniture set
Queen (70. single (55 O.B.O
352-1(74

1 a 2 bedroom apartments
9 month- summer -year leases.
352-7484

Derate or Kay Mantn
352-3445

1 bedroom apenment lor rant. Recently remodeled, does to carnpua. Cat 352-3005.
1i41r2S.Maln
1 bdrm. Unejm. Ouwrauwii. Washer/dryer
Free wafer A sewer Call Newtove Rentals
3525820 Our only offae.

HELP WANTED

SIW looking tore aummer (ob?
Lifeguard and tarlmmlng Inetrueloreponoone are available at the Student Recre«ton Cemar. Cal Scott ■ 2-7477.

2 bdrm. turn. apt for 2 people
(450, todudat free heat, water
gas, HBO, sewer 364-0014.

Private, coed aummer camp In Pocono Mtna.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Bon 234BG.
Kenirworth, NJ. 07033 (906) 276-0998.
AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN BIG
(M A TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI CARIB
BEAN.
EUROPE, ETC.
SUMMERrTnERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
GUARANTEED SUCCESS
CALL (919)
929-4396 EXT. C78
Alaaka fieherlee summer employ mem Earn up
B $15,000 fhss summer In canned**, processors. *lc. Mai* or female.
RoonvboerdVtravel after provided' Guarah teed Success i (919)929-4398 ait A7S.
ALASKA 8UHHER EMPLOYMENT
ffeheriaa.
Many earn 12,000 plus/month
incannanesor$3,000-*8,000
plua/month on fishing veeseii.
Many employers provide benefits.
No eiperienoe neceaaryl
For more intormalori cal:
1-20*-S4J-4154ei1.A8544

Village ol McComO • accepting apphcations
tor summer ineguard pool tons. Anyone vvierestod contact Kevto O 293-3521.

'* 2NEW SPEAKERS "
BEST OFFER
Call Bob at 383-3413
KAWASAKI K2550GPZ MOTORCYCLE
■DOHM ROOM SINGLE LOFT
MOVING WEST - MUST SELL
CALL CHAD: 3V-807S

Congratulations to the 1994-1995
Honors Student Association Council

Room A Board • 1 mile from college
Call 354-0117

220Marrvlee-(r-c<ymonih
2 bedroom houae - May 04-May OS
Call 352-4(01

Sublease 2 bdrm. apt. (400/mo. . utBttos.
May-Aug. 0. A/C, pool, volsybdl court. Pan
welcome Pleaae cat 352-2225.

3 Bdrm House
Bio yard. t«g Irving room
Scott Hammon 1 yr. lease Aval May 12
Cat Evenlnga 3S3-3B03

Sublaa.ar. needed lor either Summer/Fall/Spring
BIG HOUSE/LOW
RCNT/Vdtoybafl Coon 4 bdrm, 2 bath. Cal
353-4700.

3 bdrm. Houae. 12 mo. lea**
(TSOrmo. ♦ ulil. 8233rd si
353-3003 (afar 5 pm)

SUBLET June - Jury: Charming, fumiehed
house, garage, yard, central neighborhood,
daas A rant negot able. Cal 353-8803

3 bedroom apartment.
Avail stole imrned.ate'y
354-8800 "We do allow pats

a»awmer»eraaBUti*aAir*atot*e
Many abaa. Why haul • home? Hay 1-Sept.
1. lasts nssr otsaaue. (aS-IOOO (Vac**,*
Storage

Want a great aummer tob? PaWars are wanted
for the summer on the eeat side of Clave la rid to
earn the beet wages A benefits around. Cal
(216)382-1201.

CHILD CARE rettDCO FOR 1 YEARIII
Uve-in poaitJone avat. on theEastCoast
Earn tiOO-SSOrv^ekry^a great bans Ira.
Call The Perfect Narmy 1-600-862-2606

One bedroom apartment.
120 S. Summit tor Summer 1004.
1-287-3341

Single tomaie room, prlvaB bath, cooking fa-alb**, quiet residential area one mile from carnpua. Prefer 12 mo. lease afavtng in May. No
pots, no smoking (KfVmo. inc. utl. Cal
352-1032 or 362-7306.

waiparaorvCook needed Memorial Day*
fhrough Labor Day al XaHey's Wand. Island
Cafe. Call Patt at 1-626-5117.

FOR SALE

ONE Bedroom avalabla tor
Summer. 720 Elm SL
(lOOrmonth
See S tepri area at night
Call 364-0000

2-3 suUeeaers needed tor 2 bedroom tuml-"
shed apartment. Cental ar, pay electric only.
Ctoae to carnpua, pro. nag. Cell 352-4888.

Wail Staff, Delivery. Counter Person 15 run.
from campus. Ful or part-lme, denote schedule .Apply alCrvnaDelw exit 193. Rt. 20. Per ryaburg aoro** Irom Hoadey ton French OuarBr. 872-2414.

Wendy's 1504 E. WooaBr St. now hiring.
Com* in Thuraday, Aprl 14 between 3-5pm tor
* guaranteed totantaw or apply any tme. Day
sh:tv night erg ft. full or pt. nma or aummer emrjloyrr^avaaable.

Now leasng
1 -2-3 bedroom apertmenta A houses
354-0000 • We do a tow pet*.

(250

353-0325 - Carry Rentals
Avail. V4-06 achool year - fury turn.
Al urvta - 2 Bern. • 0 pymnt. lease
32lE.Merry-New8bedrm.apt.2 8.blhs
309 1/2 E. Merry-single room, lor maws
Locations available tor Summer.

Summer Subsaaaar - Clean, AC, dishwasher
1 bdrm. apt. Cal 354-0716
Two bedroom houaa, completely ramorjetad
wAeaaher, dryer. Avalleb.il May 1.1 yr- >*•**.
Scott Hemlpn. Cal wanings 36»3083

| S5.65 : S4.65

: (330 |

I Large One Hem fExtra terra Sltsach
I

Small One Item I
Extra Kami 75t«

or Chicago Style

CCXiroNEXP4/25/MT

or Chicago Style

Ext™ ItmTaSOe each ■
F

tXllKJNEXP4/25/94 ? COjnNSp*/2S/J

jpfifeUr,; priors jp^elto,
.

PASTA BUFFET!

President: Valerie Devitt
Vice-president: JohnMcVey
Secretary: Toni Kwiatkowski
Treasurer: Jennifer Young
Informative: Kim Nettling
Fundraising: Robin Gendek

352-6166
L
FREE DELIVERY^

Jad bar,
garlic tfead, & iWrinfetJlelkages!
Lunch IS3*<aSyB i

Dinner $4.75

11:30-1

m

UNION

Newsletter: Jason Sonenshein
Philanthropy: BethGehle

Tuition Raffle: Brooke Hitchcock
and Dennis Bentley

NOW LEASING
For Summer ■ Fell
1 bdrm. turn. Grade. 001 3rd SL
2 bdrm. turn. 704 5th SL
2 bdrm. unfurn 710 7th SL

FOR RENT

Looking tor a too? Earn 85000 B16000 working on Put-in-Bay. Cat tor dan A application.
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday from 1 pm to 9
pm 600825- S843

2 bdrm. Apartment near camp us. Available
now and Auguat . 9 or 12 mo lease No pets
Cat 364-2753 or 352-4113.

INSTRUCTORS

CURRENTLY RENTING FOR 1094-05
ALSO. SUMME R RENTALS
Spacious, fully fumiehed 2-badroom
AX:, diawaehers, waaharrdryer..
11/2 bathe
Cal 354-0401 or stop by Apt. 2.

Women, sue 7 Mlerblades!
Eaoailent condition. (80.
Call Selah at 353-8712 and leave massage.

Recepoorvst part-Brno. Musi have basic com
puBr tkdia A good phone skills Cal Thayer
Chevrolet at 3S3-5751. Aak tor Tom.

Ctaktcaro needed in our home tor aummer. 2
chMran. 4-5 rJaysAvasL Hour* «!i vary.
Pleeae call 3S3-5616 If Intereetad.

Public Relations: Jennifer Giordano
Special Events: Sue Kredoch

MT.VERNONAPTS.
002 SIXTH ST.

Woman's Gucci Welch
For Sale for (200. paid (325
Call 353-8028.

117 N. Mam
1 bdrm. Untum.. waaharrdryer, dishwasher.
Cell Newtove RenuV* 362-5820. Our only office.

A

Hghlenf Industries Inc.
1 A 2 Bed, spacious. AC, tar the
dieoaming upperdass A graduate
Furnished A unfurnished atari at (35G7mo
354-8038

3534005.

Two aubtoaaeri needed tor the aummer
Own bedrooms. Cheap and dose B carnpua.
Call 353-6818

COUNSELORS

GEORGETOWN M ANOR APTS
000 Third SI.
Now renting for 1994-95
(l 2 mo/sch yr.) A Summer TM
Fury furnished 1 BRA 2 BR Units
E-ceflemlocation, feaawiabt* rales.
Cal 352-4988 or Slop by
tie buadlng, #10

Peavey PA 400 w/ 2 PRO speaker cabinets
15* woofers, horn, tweet. Fender stack w/
2.12" woofers. Legend 00 wen guitar amp.
(500 takes el. Wll separate. 354-2S10.

Pambng Co. now hiring hard working, motvend atudent* tor tie Cleveland ara*. MrF
must be reaponaibie, aipenence no) required.
Summer ia right around the comer, call now
372-1345. aak for Man.

250

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apt*, fumrunfurn. Available tor
summer, 9 mo. leases. Campus shuttle, heat
included WINTHROP TERRACE 352-0135

Loft for atr*.
Asking (100
Aak tor Dave at 372-1171

Laat chance tor the best summer fob evert
Student Sprinklers only haa a few crtea left in
OH tor your first 110,000 aummer. Toledo
Manager net pay was 19300 tor aut 2 yra. Thai
could be youl Get REAL EXP. running a proven and auooaasrui business Ful training and
support provided. Call Steve al (800) 285-7601
aAMEOtATELYIII

Non-smoking bebyeraer needed tor the summar in our home atartng June 6th. 2-3 days per
week tor 5 yr. old . 2 1/2 yr. old Can
353-1135. leave message.

CHECK-THajOUTII
Tat Mom A Dad about this Buy this 5 bedroom home acroee torn McFal, move in • tow
roommates and you stay FREEI Great investment tor Dad A YOU wont be let* tor
class. 808 E. WooaBr Si 5 bedrooms, 1 1/2
baths - legally renB tor 5 students. Tel Mom A
Dad to act FAST, tha wont laat tong at only
(05,000. Cal Al Green at Century 21 AA
Green Realty 352-5331.

Furnished Apartment*. Eaat Evers. Leasing br
aummer and lal. utaHtiea furnished except electric. 669-3038.

HEV MUSK LOVE Ml
KINO TROMBONE FOfl SALE
Originally (400, asking (1 SO o b o
Call 362-0614 A aak tor Ruti

MOMEOUTEHELP
10-30houra/week. fallible schedule
(9 staring pay. No eiperienoe necessary.
Apply soon. Cal 259-1117.

Artet needed tor aummer employment at PutIn-Bay. Iniernahip A houalng available. Great
pay A fun. Cat Island Graph** anytime. (419)
2654713.

WICI

MO

Aparvnenta
700 8th St. 2 bdrm., unfurnished, dishwasher s
2 full baths. Cal Newtove Rentals 352-5020.
Our only offtoa.

Call Damon .1352 7790

EARN CASH M CUM and be pan ol anew
and eactong business Fresh. Soph on tie
Deans Uet needed. Into. mtg. Tues. and Wad.
4726. 4/27 from 730 to 8 30 pm in BA 103 If
unabtoBatsend cell Jafl at 363-3109.

Management Poaiton. MT Muggs.
Must be a r***on*Me, hard-working par.
son Drop off reeumea al Quaker's Party Store
lOem-lpm. Monday-Friday.

Summer euoteaaer(s)
2 bedroom apt A/C, rant nag,
Ctough SI. Cal 353-7001

HeerJeas Baas A Yamaha Amp.

Desk Clark needed. 8 AM - 4 PM. Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Long term poaiton. Start
immediately. Buckeye Motor Inn. Call
3^152Q4jktorTmbelween8-4.

Responsible, trustworthy, non-smoking tomato
roommaB to share 1 bedroom apt. for Fal 94 A
Spring 96. Half of phone A electric Shuttle B
campus. Can Debbie at 353-3426.

Subleaaar needed from June-Aug.
Own room in houae across from campus.
Call 353-2131

Garage Sato - (40 E. Boundry, Perrysburg.
Saairday, April 10, from (-5. Man's suits, raincoals and arjortscoeta 40-42 regular. New lawn
mower, sweeper with al attachments Kodak
projection and screen. Bye and much more.

CRUISE LIVE - entry lev*! on board poaiton.
avalaN* aummer. year round. Great benefits.
free aaval.(613) 229-5478.

HIRING COOKS AND SERVERS - CAMPUS
POLLYEYESAPPLY M-F. 2-4 IN PERSON
ONLY.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 440 E. COURT ST.

Subteaeer needed tor May. Ctoae B campus. 1
bedroom. KOO/momh. Call 352-9143.

1980 Cherry Beretta GT. auBmafc, loeoed.
new -Urea, new exhaust
Must seal
I41B1287-4740 aner MO or leave meango.

CXXJNSELCflS-INSTHuCTOfnJ naededl 100
poaMonel Coed aummer camp. Pocono
Ma,
PA. Good aasaryrlleal (900)

Need 2 lubleaaera tor the aummer. Fox Run
Apia. Spacious w7 waaher/dryer inside. Call
Laura or Lara at 352<059.

RoommaB wanted tor male student.
Own bedroom and bathroom, furnished
lieovmo. Moving in June 18. S. College
Cambridge Manor 1 6666640 alter 6pm

5 Bedroom House tor sublease 303 S. Summit
Avalabla etareng May 15 ■ Aug 15 (nag).
Rent nag.. ut.tjn
Cell 372-5044 or 372-4340

1983 Odamobile Cutlaas Supreme Brougham,
light blue, V-e. power brahea A steering Automalic trans. Good body condition, runs vary
good. To many new parts B 1st. Call Jeff at
3S3-0224.

Earn over $100rnr.
Processing our mail al home
For Into, cal (202) 310-5968.

RoommaB wanted tor 94-95. MrF. doe* to
carnpua, moatfy furnished. Reasonable rant.
Call Joe a? 353-4014.

10S1VWJETTA
New tree, pipes, A more.
Call a»SSI9

College Pro Painter*
Perniem needed tor EiBrior House Painting
this summer in die east Cleveland/suburbs
area. For snoliraiton and/Or into, cal Nek at
372-1851 or to«vameasaga.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED tor graduate
apt nail year. Senior or graduate student preferred. Academics is priority but can SDH relax
New apartment -cal Mike O 353-0026.

One or Two female sublease*s tor aummer '94
Across from carnpua. (150 per month. Call
353-2223. (Aak for Kriatln).

451 Thurson Apt-s 108 A 119. Efficiencies, furnished. C«|| John Nawtove Real Estate at
364-2200.

1082 Toyota Supra AuBmaOc. good condition
Sunroof, runs great. (2050. Cal 354 7202

Female lubleaaer needed tor aummer. May c Auguat. Own room/bathroom t150/mo.
353-1211.

M-F roommate wanted tor 94-95 sch yr.
Own room, dote B carnpua. low rent.
Cal Lori 372-5579.

1000 AurJ «000 Cal SBS0211, Aak tor Tim
or Linda. Engine reborn, new trat,
battery. Alt a more

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
Summer Job: Eitanor House painting in
Toledo Area. Cal 1-381-0023 tor application

Female roommate needed ASAP B tubleaia
through aummer. (iSOTmonrh, AJC, own
room, apartment to youraelf much of the time
Pleaae call 352-5651.

WANTED

Women in Communication
Proudly presents its new officers for 1994-1995

WICI

3 eubtoeaera needed tor aummer
3bedrm.hrjuael400rpereonMBy7-Aug.il
Cell 352-3050

XO Diamond Pledge* XO
Keep up the good work
You are doing Greatlll
Chi-OtoveAmine.
Monica

INTRAMURAL FALL PRACTCUMS APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR
PRACTCUMS (SMD AND RECREATION
MAJORS) FOR FALL SEMESTER 1904. PICK
UP APPLICATION IN 130 FIELD HOUSE ANO
RETURN BY APRIL 14,1094.

WICI

or Came.

Ruah Phi Tau' Ruah Phi Tau

Indigo Glrta "Swamp Ophelia."
On aale 5/10. For more into.,
dial 1 800 457 3027

WICI

2 female eubleeaera needed tor 94/95 achool
year. Very ctoee B carnpua. (160rmo. (•»
ctodee uNreee). Cal 372-1032, aak tor Colleen

Opan Ruah Tonight
April 15. Locaiad in Rodger's Court Yard
730-9.-00

WICI

1 roommaB needed tor aummer and/or next
school year Own room in 3 bdrm. houaa. 2
1/2 biocki from carnpua. Call Kathy &
372-0720.

PHI KAPPA TAU

UNITED WAY PENNY
DRIVE APR*. 1-15

WICI

1 or 2 subBosers needed lor 1994 academic
year. Mala or 'ornate. Can Angle at 372-3416

Graduale atudent seeks room for fail semester
only. Call Jafl at 353-9224.

FISHING FOfl PENNIES!
FISHING FOR PENMESI
FISHING FOR PENNCSI

WICI

354 2005

2 tomaie eubteaaers tor apartment one block
from carnpua. Fumiehed, central Mr, laundry
lee. $375 (nag ) per peraon for aummer. Cal
Meredith or Kerry 362-0480

LAHSDAMAN
RUNS
ATW0NMHT

Falcon Marching Band Flag Auditions
Thii Saturday. April 16
1! 30-5 00 Rm 1012
Moora Muaical Ada Camar
Coma Dressed B twirl I

1 MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR '94-95
NON-SMOKER ISO MONTH W/AC

&RIBS
with salac
Dinner 5-7 pm

fresh rolls!

$6.95

STUDENT QUANTUM 90 HOURS.
Prosu
Falcon's Neat

M-F 7e.es.-rSp.*..

BowHua-a-Greenery

M-F after •>■*■M-F4:30-7p,as.

Pbeaaant Rooea

MR S-7p.ta.

Piaaa Outlet

M-Fo-llp.sa.

Sat. r» San. 10..-.-op.i
San. lla.as.-2p.sa.

352-6166

{j

352-6166
FREE DELIVERY!

Trivia question *</
Remember... guard your answers
all day today. Senior Send-Off is
only hours owayl
In 1910, the founding year for
BGSU, the speed limit in downtown
Bowling Green was
A.
3.

r

We

D.

8 mph
lOmph
25 mph -;v
35 mph.- ..•

